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17th April 2019

Mach1-Kart victory with Tim Tröger in the DKSC
Rookie with strong shifter kart kick-off
This past weekend, the South Garda Circuit in Lonato welcomed the participants of the
German kart championship to the first of five events. In the DMBS shifter kart Cup, the
Rookie Tim Tröger convinced with a win and the lead in the championship.
The winter break in the German kart championship lasted eight months. On the 1.200 meter
long South Garda Circuit, the highest German kart race series started into the new season.
Mach1 motor sport participated with three drivers.
In the DMSB shifter kart cup, Tim Tröger caused quite a show. After the switch from the OKclass he adjusted right away to his new class and comes really close to the top drivers after
being placed twelfths in qualifying. Throughout the heats Tröger continued to fight his way to
the front and was placed seventh in the temporary rankings on Saturday night. “Up until now
everything is going very good”, the seventeen year old race driver says pleased.
In the finals, Tim gave his all and pretty much took the win in the pre-final already.
Unfortunately a front fairing penalty threw him back onto rank two. With adverse weather
conditions in the final he let nobody take the win away from him and is leading the
championship after kick-off.
Additionally to Tröger, also Tim Schröder started in the DKSC and showed especially on
Sunday a remarkable presentation. Placed ninth after the pre-final, he got into the final but
was placed under value because of a time penalty. On the other hand it did not go well at all
for Marco Zanchetta. At his home race in the DSKM he dropped out early.
At the end team head Martin Hetschel was satisfied with the result in Lonato: “A great praise
and congratulations for Tim. He really delivered a great presentation and has settled after
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only two races at the shifter karts. He clearly showed the potential of our race material for the
umpteenth time.”
The DKM will continue in four weeks. Then, the race series is guest in the Upper Palatinate
Wackersdorf.
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